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l esson 6 - ADR Procedures
Welcome
A v ariety of ADR procedures are recommended for use
in resolving contract disputes .
This lesson explore seven of these procedures:
1. Conciliation

2 . Facili tation
3 . Media tion
4 . Fact finding

5. Mini- trial
6. Settlemen t judges

7. Arbitration
Upon completion of this lesson, you should be able to :
• De fine the ADR procedures most commonly used
in the government, without reference.
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The Most Common ADR Procedures
These are the seven ADR procedures most commonly used by the government to resolve contract
disputes . Although each of these procedures can be tailored for use in a variety of circumstances, each
one is generally used in a specific type of situation .

AD R Proced u re

Conciliation
Facilitation
Mediation
Fact Finding, Mini-trial, and
Settlement Judges
Arbitration

Commo n ly Applied t o •••
Procedures in which posit ive relationships are developed between t he
parties
Procedures in which the flow of information is improved between the
parties
Procedures in which t he procedures are examined and/ or matters of
substance are discussed
Procedures in which matters of substance are discussed
Procedures in which decisions are made
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Conciliation
One ADR procedure is Conciliation. Conciliation is
used when the parties have personalized the issues
to the point that they refuse (or a re unable) to
communicate with each, regardless of the criticality
of the issue.

CONCILIATION CAN OCCUR DURING
MEDIATION WI-lEN ri-lE MEDIArOR
rAKES EACJ.i i'ARri.:IINro i'RIVArE
CAUCUS.

To move past the emotional barriers, a third party is
brought in to assist the parties in restoring damaged
relationships and res toring open communication .
The parties are given a chance to vent their anger
and frustration . Th e conciliator then helps the
parties to improve communication and rebuilding
their relationship to t he pre- dispute status.
Once emotions are diffused and communication is
re- established, other ADR procedures may be used
to further help to resolve the dispute itself.
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Long Description
Yellow sticky note that reads: Conciliation can occur during mediation when the mediator takes each party
into private caucus.
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Conciliation Summary
The key charac teristics o f conciliation are shown in this table .

Focus
Skills Needed
Neutrality
Decision- Making
Authority

Building relationships ; Diffusing emotions ; Reducing tension ; Improving
communication
Negotiation ; Persuasion ; Knowledge of dynamics of conflict and human behavior;
Some technical background
Does not have to be neutral
None
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Facilitation
Another ADR procedure is Facilitation. Facilitation is
u sed to improve the flow of information within a group or
among disputing parties.
All too frequently, parties in a dispu te cannot
communicate between themselves and need a neutral
party to act as a conduit of communication.
A facili ta tor assists the parties in using cooperative
problem -solving, collaborative decision-making, and
information exchange to improve the flow of in forma tion.
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Facilitation, Cont.
The presence of a facilitator in meetings between
the parties can help in a variety of ways. The
facilitator can help:
• Frame issues in a jointly acceptable manner so
that the issues are solvable

n.JE RESULTING OUTCOME
FROM FACIUTATION IS FOCUSED
AND EFFICIENT.

• Build high - quality consensus decisions
• Preven t groups involved in problem solving 
orien ted meetings from rushing to solu tions
too quickly
• Prevent a win/lose atmosphere, which can
damage relationships and increase friction,
from developing
• Ensure that the entire group is working on the
same problem, at the same time, using the
same process
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Long Description
Yellow sticky note that reads: The resulting outcome from facilitation is focused and efficient.
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Facilitation Summary
The key characteristics of facilitation are shown in this table .

Focus
Skills Needed
Neutrality
Decision-Making
Authority

Improving information flow; Assisting with the process ; Brainstorming solutions
Negotiation; Communication ; Cooperative problem-solving ; Collaborative decisionmaking ; Information exchange ; Skill in running effective meetings
Must be neutral
None
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Knowledge Review
Parties involved in a contracting dispute are each
deadlocked in their own position, with neither side willing
to give any concessions toward resolution. The curt
letters between the parties are piling up. They seem to be
a t an impasse, headed swiftly towards litigation.
Which ADR procedure might help them to begin to resolve
their dispu te?

~ Conciliation

Facilitation

Check An swer
Co nci liat io n is the appropria te method when communication has broken down and the relationship
be tween the parties needs to be restored so that a resolution to the dispute can be found.
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Mediation
Mediation is the most familiar and one of the most
frequently used third-party assisted ADR
procedures. In fact, contractors like to use
mediation more than any other ADR procedure.
Mediation uses a third party who listens to the
issues from both parties and works with them to
obtain a negotiated se ttlement.
The procedure is informal, highly fle xible, and highly
dependen t upon the skill o f the third -party neutral.
Click here to yjew a case in which mediation was
successful.
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Popup Text
Click here to view a case in which mediation was successful
Mediation Case
The Air Force used mediation successfully to resolve a $550,000 military family housing contract dispute.
After the contractor had filed their claims (10 in total), and the Government had exercised its option for
another year of performance, there was a marked deterioration in contractor performance. With the help
of a mediator, the parties were able to resolve all 10 claims in two days.
The parties agreed to modify the contract with the results of the mediated settlement and agreed to
resolve another claim that was not part of the 10 claims in dispute. The parties left the mediation with the
appearance of having strong working relations and having saved months, if not years, of litigation time
and costs.
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Mediation - When to Use It
Mediation is best suited for disputes in which:

• The parties believe a negotiated settlement would be possible if the people could be
separated from the problem
• Negotiations have reached an impasse, and the parties believe joint problem- solving can
resolve the dispute
• The advice of a knowledgeable neutral will assist the parties in reaching a solution
• There is a continuing relationship between the parties
• Either side can benefit from hearing direc tly from the o ther without counsel
• The parties believe that each side has some merit
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Mediation - APproaches
In mediation, a mediator can take one of
two approaches :
1. Evaluative

2. Facilitative
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Mediation - Evaluative Approach
An evaluative mediator assumes that the participants

want and need some direction that will enable them to
reach a negotiated settlement.
The evaluative media tor uses his or her skills to:
• Urge/pus h the parties to accept settlements
• Develop l!lnd propose settlements
• Predict court outcomes or the impac t of not
settling
• Assess the strengths and weaknesses of claims
• Probe the parties' interests
In addition, the evaluative mediator provides additional
information to the process, including information
concerning legal issues, industry practice or technology.
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Mediation - Facilitative Approach
A facilitative mediator assumes the p arties are:
• Knowledgeable concerning the subject
• Able to work with each other
• Capable of understanding their situations better
than either their lawyers or the mediator
There fore, the par ties may develop better solu tions
than the mediator .
For these reasons, the facilitative media tor assumes
t hat his or her principle mission is t o enhance and
clarify communications between the parties t o help
them decide what to do.
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Mediation - Facilitative Approach, Cont.
A facilitative mediator uses his or her skills to:
• Help the parties evaluate proposals
• Help the parties develop proposals
• Ask the parties about consequences of not settling
• Help the parties develop options
• Ask abou t likely court outcomes
• Help the parties understand issues and in terests
• Ask about strengths and weaknesses of claims
• Focus discussions on underlying interests
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Knowledge Review
Parties in a dispute are having significant trouble trying to figure out
what to do to resolve the dispute. Both have suggested alternatives
for resolving the dispute, but each party's proposal seems very
skewed to its own best interests. The dispute has been going on for a
long time. Neither party can seem to figure out what to do next to
begin to resolve the dispute.
Which of the following mediation approaches do you think would work
best for them?

~ Evaluative

Facilitative

Check Answer
The Evalu ative approach is the best choice. The parties need to move toward finding a settlement,
and they appear to need help assessing the strengths and weakness of the current proposals and
most likely developing a settlement proposal that is in the best interest of both parties .
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Knowledgeable Mediator
Keep in mind that, in government contract disputes,
it is usually important that the mediator is an
authoritative figure who is fully knowledgeable about
government contract issues and laws.
Mediation has shown to be especially effective when
the dispute involves a clash of personalities .
In these types of situations, a neutral third party
can keep the parties focused on the issues involved
and move them toward cra fting an acceptable
agreement.
Click here to yjew ano ther case in which mediation
was successful.
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Popup Text
Click here to view another case in which mediation was successful.
Mediation Case
While this example is not about a contracting dispute between a contractor and the Government, it shows
the power of mediation - even when it appears that mediation is not taking place!
There once was a mediation between neighbors and storeowners in an old ethnic neighborhood in New
York. The mediator, who was not from the same ethnic background, began by stating the ground rules for
the mediation. The parties started the proceeding - in English - and at one point, began speaking in their
native tongue. The mediator just sat there and smiled. The volume rose and rose. The parties pounded on
the table. Then, after awhile, they calmed down. They then came to some sort of agreement, shook
hands, and started smiling. As they were leaving, one of them turned to the mediator and thanked him for
all his help.
What role did the mediator play? The mediator created a safe, neutral environment in which the parties
could work out their differences and reach a resolution.
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Mediation - How It Works
A key advantage of mediation is its ex parte - when
one side only - communicates with the n eutral.

N
1.

Look at the Mediation graphic to the right to see the
steps of how mediation works.

pl

p2

N

fN •

Process Dyna mics: Third-party assisted negotiations
Unique Feature: Confiden tial caucuses

2.

Decision- make r s: T he parties

pl

H ow It Works:
Ste p 1: First, both parties ( Pl and P2)
meet jointly with the mediator (the
Neutral), during which each party makes
an opening statement.
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Long Description
A graphic with three images labeled, "One", "Two", and "Three".
Image number one is a triangle with "N" at the top with lines going down both sides to "P1" and "P2".
There are arrows going from "P1" to "P2" and "P2" to "P1".
Image number two there are two images. An image of arrows going up and down from "N" to "P1" and
"P1" to "N". The second image is of arrows going up and down from "N" to "P2" and "P2" to "N".
The third image contains "P1 plus P2".
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Mediation - How It Works, Cont.
Step 2: The mediator meets with each p arty,
sep arately, in what is called a caucus session.
(Because of the confidentiality of these caucuses,
the parties generally share more informa tion than
was shared during the joint session.)

N
1.

The mediator poin ts out strengths and weaknesses
in each party's position, and then assists in the
crafting proposals to resolve the dispute .

2.
3.
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Long Description
A graphic with three images labeled, "One", "Two", and "Three".
Image number one is a triangle with "N" at the top with lines going down both sides to "P1" and "P2".
There are arrows going from "P1" to "P2" and "P2" to "P1".
Image number two there are two images. An image of arrows going up and down from "N" to "P1" and
"P1" to "N". The second image is of arrows going up and down from "N" to "P2" and "P2" to "N".
The third image contains "P1 plus P2".
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Mediation - How It Works, Cont.
Step 3: The parties meet in a joint session and
reach a decision. Notice that the mediator does not
participate in the actual decision- making process.

N
1.
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2.
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3.
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Long Description
A graphic with three images labeled, "One", "Two", and "Three".
Image number one is a triangle with "N" at the top with lines going down both sides to "P1" and "P2".
There are arrows going from "P1" to "P2" and "P2" to "P1".
Image number two there are two images. An image of arrows going up and down from "N" to "P1" and
"P1" to "N". The second image is of arrows going up and down from "N" to "P2" and "P2" to "N".
The third image contains "P1 plus P2".
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Mediation Summary
The key charac teristics o f mediation are shown in this table .

Focus
Skills Needed
Neutrality
DecisionMaking
Authority

Creating a safe, neutral environment for the parties to work out their differences ;
assisting the parties to see the strengths and weaknesses of the proposed solutions ;
proposing or helping the parties to develop a proposed settlement
Negotiation; Communication ; Cooperative problem-solving ; Collaborative decision-making ;
Information exchange ; Skill in running effective meetings
Must be neutral
None
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Fact Finding
Another ADR procedure is fact finding . Fact finding
is a n inv estigative process in which a n eutral who is
a technical expert or subject matter exper t
independently researches and determines the facts
associa ted with the dispute, and then renders an
opinion in a briefing or report. It deals only with
questions o f fact, no t in terpre tations o f law .
Fact finding is bes t sui ted for :
• Complex dispu tes in which the parties desire,
bu t cannot agree, on how to narrow the
issues in controversy .
• Fac t - intensive disputes that are likely t o be
resolved once the parties agree on the facts
or the interpretation of the facts .
Fac t finding is usually used after the parties reach
an impasse.
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Fact Finding, Cont.
Fact finding succeeds when the opinion of the
n eutral is valued and carries sufficien t w eight to
move the parties from the impasse.
The parties benefit by having the facts collected
and organized to facilita te nego tia tions.
If negotiations fail, the fact finders' briefing or
report may be admitted into evidence under
traditional litiga tion, if the parties agree .
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Fact Finding - How It Works
With fact finding, the neutral works very
independently from the parties involved in the
dispute.
Look at the Fact Finding graphic to the right to
see the steps of how fact finding works.
Process Dynamics: Third-party assistance
with nego tiations
Unique Feature: Evalua tion of likely outcome;
assessmen t of facts and/or methodology
Decision- make rs: Th e parties
How It Works:
Step 1 : the Neutral meets with the
parties (Pl and P2) and assists with
the negotiations.
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Long Description
Three graphics labeled, "One", "Two" and "Three".
Number one is the letter "N" with an arrow going down on the right side to "P2" and an arrow going down
on the left side to "P1". There are arrows going from "P1" to "P2" and "P2" to "P1".
Number two is the text, "Briefing or Report."
Number three is "P1 plus P2."
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Fact Finding - How It Works, Cont.
Step 2: The neutral worl<s independently to
research the facts, evaluate likely outcomes,
and assess the facts and/or methodology.
The results of the neutral's work is usually
either a briefing or report.
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Long Description
Three graphics labeled, "One", "Two" and "Three".
Number one is the letter "N" with an arrow going down on the right side to "P2" and an arrow going down
on the left side to "P1". There are arrows going from "P1" to "P2" and "P2" to "P1".
Number two is the text, "Briefing or Report."
Number three is "P1 plus P2."
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Fact Finding - How It Works, Cont.
Step 3 : The parties meet in a joint session and
reach a decision.
Notice that the mediator does not participate in the
actual decision-making process.
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Long Description
Three graphics labeled, "One", "Two" and "Three".
Number one is the letter "N" with an arrow going down on the right side to "P2" and an arrow going down
on the left side to "P1". There are arrows going from "P1" to "P2" and "P2" to "P1".
Number two is the text, "Briefing or Report."
Number three is "P1 plus P2."
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Fact Finding Summary
The key charac teristic s o f fac t finding are shown in this table .

Focus
Skills Needed
Neutrality
Decision- Making
Authority

Facts associated with complex issues
Technical expertise; assessment; presentation skills ( written and/ or oral) ;
subject matter expertise
Must be neutral
None
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Mini-Trial
Another ADR procedure is the mini- trail. A mini- trial, in
truth, is not "mini" and it is not a "trial." It is a
voluntary, expedited, non-judicial procedure in which
the top management officials in each party meet to
resolve the dispute.
In fact, a mini- trial is really a structured negotiation
with mediation.
The senior principals from each party - who, should
not have been involved in the original dispute - listen
to each party's case, presented most often by counsel
for the parties, and then negotiate a settlemen t.
I n a mini- trail, the neutral assists in clarifying and
identifying issues, and may recommend a specific
decision, based on the merits of the dispute.
However, the senior principals are the decision- makers,
not the neutral.
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Mini-Trial, Cont.
A mini-trial is best suited for disputes in which:
• The issues are technically or factually complex.
• The amount of controversy is quite large on a
high visibility or high value contract.
• The issues of controversy might significantly
affect corporate policy.
• There is a need for expert witnesses .
• An attorney would best be able to present
each party's case .
Click here to learn about a dispute in which a mini
trial was used to cesolve the dispute.
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Popup Text
Click here to learn about a dispute in which a mini-trail was used to resolve the dispute.
A Case for a Mini-Trial
Example: The Navy had a case where the contractor had been awarded a firm-fixed-price contract for the
delivery of supplies. Before the deliveries were complete, the contractor filed a claim for approximately
$6.7 million with the CO, alleging the Navy had made changes to the contract, caused contractor delays,
and provided defective specifications.
The CO denied the claim and the contractor appealed to the ASBCA. The Navy offered and the contractor
accepted ADR to resolve the matter. Following six weeks of review and discussion, the parties agreed on a
mini-trial approach using an ASBCA judge. The mini-trial took place 45 days later and all issues were
resolved within five days.
In all, the parties were able to resolve the case in just over three months. Normally a case like this would
have taken two years to get to trial and then possibly another two years to wait for a decision. The Navy
attorney estimated the Government saved $1.5 million, plus 18 months of attorney trial preparation time.
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Mini-Trial - How It Wor ks
Look at the Mini-Trial graphic to the right to see the
step s of how a mini- trial p anel works .
Pro ce ss Dy n a mics: Hybrid settlemen t negotiation
process combining senior decision - makers with mediation
Uniq ue Fe a t ure : Involvement o f senior decision - makers
Decision- m a k e r s : The parties
How It Works :
Step 1 : A senior decision- making panel is
convened with senior principals from each
party (SPl and S P2) and the Neutral.
Counsels for the parties present their "best"
c ases. A question and answ er format may be
used. There can be limited cross-exa mination
if the parties agree.
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Long Description
The Mini-Trial Panel - Contains three images.
Number one is "SP1", "N", and "SP2" circled with arrows pointing to it on the left labeled, "P1", and on the
right "P2."
Number two is "N" with lines going down the left side to "SP1" and on the right side to "SP2." Arrows
going to "SP1" to "SP2" and "SP2" to "SP1."
Number three is "SP1 plus SP2."
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Mini-Trial - How It Works, Cont.
Step 2: The senior principals work with the neutral
to negotiate a settlement. The neutral may also be
asked to recommend a decision.
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Long Description
The Mini-Trial Panel - Contains three images.
Number one is "SP1", "N", and "SP2" circled with arrows pointing to it on the left labeled, "P1", and on the
right "P2."
Number two is "N" with lines going down the left side to "SP1" and on the right side to "SP2." Arrows
going to "SP1" to "SP2" and "SP2" to "SP1."
Number three is "SP1 plus SP2."
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Mini-Trial - How It Works, Cont.
Step 3: The senior principals, ev aluating the
strengths and weaknesses of the cases, reach a
negotiated settlement.
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Long Description
The Mini-Trial Panel - Contains three images.
Number one is "SP1", "N", and "SP2" circled with arrows pointing to it on the left labeled, "P1", and on the
right "P2."
Number two is "N" with lines going down the left side to "SP1" and on the right side to "SP2." Arrows
going to "SP1" to "SP2" and "SP2" to "SP1."
Number three is "SP1 plus SP2."
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Mini- Trial Summary
The key characteristics of a mini-trial are shown in this table .

Focus
Skills Needed
Neutrality
Decision- Making
Authority

Clari fying or identi fying issues ; assessing strengths and weaknesses ;
recommending a decision
listening, questioning, evaluating, negotiating
Must be neutral
None
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Knowledge Review
Which of the following types of disputes would be best suited for a
mini- trial? (Select all that apply. )

~

The issues are technically or factually complex

~

The amount of controversy is quite large on a high
visibility or high value contract

~

The issues of controversy might significan tly affect
corporate policy

~ There is need for expert witnesses

Check Answer
All of the choices are disputes that would be best suited for a mini- trial.
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Settlement Judges
Settlement judges is another ADR Procedure. A
settlement judge is often used after a n appeal has been
filed. It is often used for post-completion disputes,
which are often about monetary settlement.
With this ADR procedure, a separate j udge of the court
or board, who does not have any formal or informal
decision-making authority, functions as the neutral.
This judge analyzes the case and then assesses the
strengths and weaknesses of each party's position .
Based on the judge's assessment, which is non-binding,
the parties attempt to reach a negotiated settlement.
If a settlement is not reached, the litigation continues
with the original judge. There is no further role for the
neutral ( the settlement judge) .
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Settleme.n t Judges Summary
The key charac teristics o f settlement judges are shown in this table .

Focus
Skills Needed
Neutrality
DecisionMaking
Authority

Creating a safe, neutral environment for the parties to work out their differences ;
assisting the parties to see the strengths and weaknesses of the proposed solutions ;
proposing or helping the parties to develop a proposed settlement
Negotiating; communication ; cooperative problem-solving ; collaborative decision-making ;
information exchange
Must be neutral
None
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Arbitration
One of the oldest forms of ADR, arbitration is the ADR
procedure that most closely resembles formal litigation.
In arbitration, the parties present evidence and
arguments to a neutral. The neutral is usually a subject
ma tter expert.

ii-IE D£i'ARiMENi OF
DEFENSE <DOD! IS NOT"
AUii-IORIZED 10 AGREE
iO BINDNG ARBiiRAiiON
UNiiL ARBiiRAiiON
GUIDELINES ARE ISSUED.

Unlike the other AOR procedures, in which the decisions
are made by the parties, in arbitration, the neutral issues
a decision . T he decision may be binding or non - binding.
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Long Description
Yellow sticky note that reads: The Department of Defense (DoD) is not authorized to agree to binding
arbitration until arbitration guidelines are issued.
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Arbitration, Cont.
Arbitration is best suited for disputes in which:
• The parties seek a speedy resolution of the dispute
• Limited discovery is desirable
• Privacy is a concern
Click here to learn the simlarities and differences between
arbitration and trjals.
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Popup Text
Click here to learn the similarities and differences between arbitration and trials
Similarities and Differences
Similarities
Arbitration proceedings are similar to a trial in that, with both:
•
•
•
•

Arbitration can use discovery and have subpoena power
Attorneys usually present the cases after extensive preparation
Expert witnesses can be called
There can be direct and cross examination of witnesses

Differences
Arbitration proceedings are different from trial in that:
•
•
•
•

There are no strict rules of evidence
It cannot compel testimony
There is usually more than one arbitrator on complex cases
The decision rarely discloses the rationale
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Arbitration - How It Works
Look at the Arbitration graphic to the right to see the
steps of how arbitration works.
Pro ce ss Dyn amics: Case presented to third-party in an
expedited manner and third- party makes a decision
Uniq ue Feat ure: Potentially binding decision
Decision- m a k e r s : The Arbitrator
How It Works:
Ste p 1 : Each party ( Pl and P2) presents its
case to the arbitrator ( the Neut ral) in an
expedited manner.
Step 2: The arbitrator then makes a decision.
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Long Description
A graphic with two images labeled number one and two. Number one is the letter N at the top with arrows
on the right and left hand side. The arrows are pointing up towards the letter N. At the bottom of the
arrow on the left is P1 and at the bottom arrow on the right is P2. The second graphic labeled number 2 is
of the letter N.
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Arbitration Summary
The key charac teristics o f arbitration are shown in this table .

Focus
Skills Needed
Neutrality
Decision- Making
Authority

Clarifying or identifying issues ; assessing strengths and weaknesses ; making a
decision
Subject matter expertise ; listening ; questioning ; evaluating ; decision-making
Must be neutral
None
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Contrasting the Differe.n t ADR Procedures
The table below depic ts the contrasting elements be t ween each ADR procedure .

-- -- -- --... -
ADR SUMMARY

Business Goals
Enhance/Pnaserve
Relatlonahip

Want to maintain

control

MllllTll8l

X

X
X

X
X
X

Needtodulwith
Rrong emotlon1

X
X
X

. . . . . . .111:

.JudgM

X
X

Want a "'h. .rtno on

X
X
X

X

the rnerita" and a
non-binding
eval1111tlon
W ant to ket~p tiMI
procea •lmple

X

X

X

Needaa~on

....,qulclcly

Need to at:and on
rtnd le
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Long Description
A ADR summary chart with eight rows titled Enhance/Preserve Relationship, Want to Maintain control,
Need to deal with strong emotions, Want a "hearing on the merits" and a non-binding evaluation, Want to
keep the process simple, Needs a decision very quickly, Want to establish precedent, Need to stand on
principle. The chart has 9 columns titled "Business Goals, Conciliation, Facilitation, Mediation, Mini-Trial,
Fact Finding, Settlement Judges, Arbitration, and Litigation.
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Knowledge Review
Which ADR procedure should be used when mat t ers of substance are
to b e discussed?
Arbitration

Conciliation

0

Fac t finding, Mini - trial, and Settlemen t Judges

~ Mediation
Facilitation

Mediatio n procedures should be used when matters o f substance are to be discussed .
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Knowledge Review
Which ADR procedure should be used when d ecisions are to be made?

~ Arbitration
Concilia tion

0

Fac t finding, Mini- trial, and Settlemen t Judges

Mediation

Facilitation

Check An swer
Arb it rat io n procedures should be used when decisions are to be made.
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Knowledge Review
Which ADR proc edure should be used when the flow of information
must improve between the p arties?
Arbitration

Concilia tion

U

Fac t finding, Mini- trial, and Settlemen t Judges

Mediation

~ Facilitation

Check An swer
Faci litatio n procedures should be used when the Row o f information must improve between
the part ies.
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Knowledge Review
Which ADR procedure should be used when positive relationships must
d evelop between the parties?
Arbitration

~ Conciliation

U

Fac t finding, Mini- trial, and Settlemen t Judges

Mediation

Facilitation

Check An swer
Co nci liat io n procedures should be used when positive relationships must develp between the
parties.
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Knowledge Review
Which ADR procedure should be used when the procedures need to be
examined and/ or matters of substance need to be discussed?
Arbitration

Conciliation

~ Fact finding, Mini-trial, and Settlement Judges
Mediation

Facilitation

Check An swer
Fact finding, mini-trial, and settlement judges should be used when the procedures need to be
examined and/or matters of substance need to be discussed.
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Summary
This lesson described the seven most commonly used AOR procedures,
as well as when and how each is used .
You should now be able to:
• Define the ADR procedures most commonly used in the
Government, without reference.
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lesson Completion

You have comple ted the content for this lesson .
T o c ontinue, selec t another lesson from the Table o f Contents on the le ft.
If you have closed or hidden the T able of Contents, click the Show T OC
button at the top in the Atlas navigation bar.
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